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Is it easy for you t make fiends?

I meet a lot of people very easily. I am quite sociable and funny and that makes it easy
for people to talk to me in new situations. However, most of my friends now have told
me that when they first met me, they found me to be quite loud and a bit obnoxious,
but I was funny so they kept hanging around when I would come around. My best
friend says I need a "to know me is to love me" bumper sticker because it is so true.
***
No, looks like I don't have the magnetism that some people have that enables them to
make lots of friends. I am very friendly and always open to help everyone, but, for
some reason, I don't attract people that will become friends of mine. At this moment, I
have good relations with many co-workers, but I don't have any real, close friends.

***
Totaly! i feel i am a very open person, and can make new friends any time i need. the
problem is when i think i like one of them and i want to ask them out. then i go into
this mental shell, and start acting different and stuff.
***
Not really, because I tend to not trust people. I've been around toooo many backstabbers! It gets old real fast. But that's a good question!
***
Pretty much, yea. But I am choosy with whom I make friends with. I do not trust them
completely. or at all, at first. I do not mind different opinions or goals from other
people. It has helped me to see things in a different way that has helped me with my
problems that seemed irresolvable. I try not to let others opinions and goals upset me
since they have had different life experiences that has fostered that kind of thinking.
So why let it bother me? It is true that someone is always watching you. Most of the
time you do not even know.
***
I would have to say it is easy for me to meet people I believe I am an outgoing happy
and positive person who attracts all sorts of folks, like minded, people who are down
and out and everything in between. I stay open and find when there is chemistry then
we share our lives in a way that has meaning more than acquainted folks have. This is
my measure of friendship. For me I rarely have more than one or two friends at a
time. I do shift between them through life, depending on our schedules and where we
are living at any particular time. But in my life, I feel Blessed to say I have one true
friend and a couple real friends plus lots of acquaintances

